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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this paper we introduce a new concept of integral on (0, I] (the 
“dominated integral”) intimately connected with the problem of numerical 
integration of unbounded functions. The existence of the dominated integral I 
of a function f implies the convergence of the improper Riemann integral 
$+f(~) dx, and its equality to 1, butJi+S( x )a x may converge without existence 
of 1. An important difference between the two concepts is that while Ji+f(x) dx 
is defined as an iterated limit (i.e., the limit of a proper Riemann integral, 
itself a limit), the dominated integral is defined as a single limit. 
Recently, a concept similar to that of the dominated integral was intro- 
duced, concerning integration over [O, 00) (the “simple integral,” see [I, 21). 
However, the dominated integral and the simple integral appear to be of 
somewhat different nature: The first is an absolute integral, the second is not. 
In fact, one can readily see that if one tries to imitate the definition of simple 
integrability by replacing [0, co) with (0, 11, and co by 0, one obtains essen- 
tially the concept of (proper) Riemann integrability on [0, I]. 
The theory of the dominated integral is strongly related to the problem: 
Under what conditions can quadrature formulas effective for Riemann 
integrable functions on [0, l] be used for the numerical evaluation of 
improper Riemann integrals J:+,(x) dx? The theoretical study of this type 
of question was initiated by Davis and Rabinowitz [3], and was followed by 
further work [4-71. As the practical use of quadrature formulas to compute 
improper Riemann integrals without a theoretical justification has become 
quite common, the need for such a theoretical study is unquestionable. 
It turns out that, for a function f on (0, 11, the existence of its dominated 
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integral is a necessary and sufficient condition forfto be improperly Riemann 
integrable there, and to satisfy lim,,, Q,*(f) = J-i+J(x) dx for every 
sequence (Qn*)zzl of quadrature formulas of a very general type. This is 
shown in a subsequent article [S]. Here we only mention two applications 
from [S]: 
1, Suppose (Rn(f))~zl is a sequence of compound rules on [O, I] not 
involving f(O), and integrating 1 exactly, namely, 
R,(f) = i f wg-lf((k - 1 + x,) n-l), iz = 1, 2,..., 
k=l r=1 
where wp ?. .) 34, are given complex constants with Czl wi = !, and 
0 < x1 < ... < x, < I. Then lim,,, R,(f) = Ji+ f(x) six for every S 
whose dominated integral exists. 
II. One can define the dominated integral on any interval (a, 61, 
-cc < a < b cc co. Let -3 < 3 < +, -$ < p < 3, and, for ~7 = 8, 2,..., 
let 
be the n-point Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula corresponding to the weight 
function w(x) = (1 - x)%(1 + x)O. If the dominated integral of a function S 
on (-1, I] exists, then Em,,, &(f/w) = J?,+f(x) dx. 
We now define the dominated integral, state its fundamental properties 
and relate it to the ‘“simple integral” of [I, 2]. 
DEFINLTIQN 1. Letfbe a complex function on (0, I ]. A dominated integral 
offis a number I(S) having the property: For each E > 0 there exist 8 and x, 
0 < 6 < I, 0 < x < 1, such that 
.f(T& - dj_J j < E 0) 
whenever 0 < to < tl < ... < t, = 1, to < x, tj-l < T? < ti , and t,j_ri,‘” > 
1 - 6, j = 1, 2,..., n. (The justification for the adjective ““dominated” will be 
clear from Theorem 3.) Dominant integrability off means existence of such 
an In It is not diEcult to see that if an I(,f) exists, it is unique. 
THEOREM 1. If a dominated integral off exists, then f is improperly 
Riemann zhtegrable on (0, 11, and I(f) = ji+ f (t> dt, the improper Riemann 
integral off on (0, I]. 
(By the improper Riemann integral of f(6) on (0, I][ g(x) on [0, co)] we 
mean lim,,,+ Jl f (t) dt [lim,,, Jf g(x) dx], assumed to be finite, where for 
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each E, 0 < E < 1, [R, R > 0] J:j(t) Tut g(x) dx] is assumed to exist as a 
proper Riemann integral.) 
If f is a bounded complex function on [a, b] we shall denote by w(f, a, b) 
the oscillation offon [a, b], i.e., the supremum of the set of all / f(tr) - f(t,)/ 
with a < t, < t, < b. 
Given a complex function f(t) defined and bounded on each closed sub- 
interval of (0, 11, and any sequence 0 < to < t, < .*. < t, = 1, let 
wfi to 7*‘-, tn) denote the oscillation sum 
g1 wtf, G-1 , t& - tjwl). 
DEFINITION 2. A complex function f satisfies the Riemann condition for 
the dominated integral (RCDI) if and only if the following two conditions 
hold: 
and (i) fis defined on (0, I], and b ounded on each of its closed subintervals; 
(ii) for each E > 0 there exists 6, 0 < 6 < 1, such that whenever 
0 < t, < t1 < -.* < t, = 1, and tjeltil > 1 - 6, j = l,..., n, we have 
OS(f; to )..., t,) < E. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a complex function on (0, 11. The dominated integral 
off exists if and only if f satisfies RCDI. 
COROLLARY 1. If the dominated integral off exists, then so does the 
dominated integral of 1 f I. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Since always 11 f(tl)l - 1 f(t,)l/ < 1 f(tl) - f(t,)l, we 
see that if f satisfies RCDI, so does 1 f 1. 
COROLLARY 2. If the dominated integral off exists, then there is a real 
monotone decreasing (by which we always mean “nonincreasing”) function f 
on (0, l] such that (i)f 3 j f j throughout (0, 11, and(ii)fisimproperly Riemann 
integrable on (0, 11. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Set f(t) = suptsaccl if(x)] (0 < t < 1). (See 
Theorem 2 and Definition 2, (i)). Then throughout (0, 11, f” >, /f 1, and jis 
monotone decreasing. Clearly f(t) is bounded on each closed subinterval of 
(0, 11. We shall show that if 0 < a < b < 1, then w(f: a, b) < w(l f j, a, b). 
It would then follow that j satisfies RCDI, and we would be through by 
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Theorem 2. We need only consider the case f(a) - f(b) > 0. In this case 
f(a) = SU~,~~~~ [ f(x)l. If a < x1 < x2 < b, then 
DEFINITION 3. A complex functionf on (0, l]([O, 00)) is called absolutely 
dominantly integrable (absolutely simply integrable) if and only if f is 
Riemann integrable on each closed bounded subinterval of (0, I]( [O, co)), and 
1 f j is dominantly integrable (simply integrable). 
Observe that simple integrability implies improper Riemann ~ntegrab~~~ty 
on [Q, co) [2, p. 9311. 
DEFINITION 4. A complex function f is said to have property D (for 
“‘dominated”) on (0, 11, or on [0, co), if and only if f is Riemann integrable 
on each closed bounded subinterval of (0, I], or of [G, co), and if there exists 
a monotone decreasing improperly Riemann integrable function g on (0, I ], or 
on [0, 03)~ such that at each point of the interval, g(t) > / Jim 
THEOREM 3. The following are equivalent: (i) dominant ~nteg~abi~ity~ 
(ii) absolute dominant integrability; (iii) property D on (0, I]; and (iv) Riemann 
integrability on each closed subinterval of (0, I] along with domination of 
absolute value on (0, 11 by some dominantly integrable function. 
(That (i) implies (ii) follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. That (ii) 
implies (iii) follows from Corollary 2. By Corollary 2 applied to the domi- 
nating function, we see that (iv) implies (iii). That (i) implies (iv) is seen by 
Theorem I and Corollary 1, letting the absolute value of the function 
ominate itself. Thus it merely remains to prove that (iii) implies (i).) 
THEOREM 4. Absolute simple integrability implies but is not implied by 
simple integrability and is implied by but does not imply property D on [Q, CYJ). 
THEOREM 5. Dominant integrability ofafunctionfis equioalent to absolute 
simple integvability off (e-3 e-", but d oes not imply property D of j(e+ e-" 
on [O, Co). 
Let G denote the set of all real functions g with domain [O, co): with g’ 
continuous and negative on [0, co)( g’(0) being a right-hand derivative), 
g(O) = 1, and lim,,, g(x) = 0. For each g in 6, let S, be the set of ali complex 
functions f with domain (0, I] for which f (g) g’ is simply integrable. 
640/17!2-4 
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THEOREM 6. (i) The class S of dominantly integrable functions with domain 
(0, I] does not equal any S, . (ii) Given g E G, there is an improperly Riemann 
integrable function on (0, l] which is not in S, . (iii) Given any f with domain 
(0, I] which is > 0, continuous and improperly Riemann integrable on (0, 11, 
f E S, for some g in G, and f # S, for some other g in G. 
The next theorem shows that if we drop the condition g’(x) < 0 from the 
definition of G, then part (i) of Theorem 6 becomes false. 
THEOREM 7. There exists a real function g(x) with g’ continuous in [0, co), 
g(0) = 1, lim,,, g(x) = 0, and 0 < g(x) < 1 throughout [0, a) such that, 
given any complex filnction .f on (0, I], f(g) g’ is simply integrable if and only 
iff is dominantly integrable. 
(Not too surprisingly, in light of Theorem 5, the g(x) to be constructed in 
the proof of Theorem 7 is related to the function e-“, without being 
monotone.) 
II. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1-3 
LEMMA 1. Let f be dominantly integrable, and let 0 < a < b < 1. Then f 
is Riemann integrable on [a, b]. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We shall prove that f is Riemann integrable on [a, 11. 
As we shall see, it suffices to prove the following statement: For each E > 0 
there exists 6, > 0 such that if a = x0 < x1 < ... < x, = 1, x~-~x;~ > 
1 - 6, , xjP1 < Ej < xj , and xjel < tj’ < xj , j = 1, 2 ,..., n, then 
/ g1 [f(&> -“f(&‘>l(% - -cl) / < E. (2) 
Indeed, assume its truth. Let 6, = a& . If a = x,, < x1 < ... < x, = 1, and 
xj - xjP1 < 6,) j = 1, 2 ,..., n, then 1 - xjP1xil < a-%, , and x+~x;~ > 
1 --Is,, so we have inequality (2) which is easily seen to imply that 
OS(Re(f); x,, , x1 ,..., x,) < E, and OS(Im(f); x0, xi ,..., x,) < E; hence, 
f(t) is Riemann integrable on [a, 11. What remains is to prove the above 
statement. 
Choose 6 and x, both in (0, l), so that any two sums of the type appearing 
in (l), with t,, < x, and every tjelti’ > 1 - 6, differ in absolute value by 
less than E. Set 6, = 6, and choose a positive integer N such that 
(1 - &3)Na < x. Set t, = 70 = 70’ = (1 - $8)Na ,..., tN-l = 7N--1 = ~~~~ =
(1 - @)a, and, for 0 < j < n, set tNtj = xj , T~+~ = fj , and TX+~ = tj’. 
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Then we have 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let f be ~~rn~n~~tly integrable. Then it satisJies RCDI. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Since f is Riemann integrable on each closed sub- 
, it is bounded on each such subinterval. Given E > 0, choose 
6, x in (0, I) such that (I) holds under the conditions foilowing it. Let 
0 < t, < II < ..- < t, = 1, tjpltT:’ > 1 - S,j = I, 2, . . . . n. Letg = Re(f), 
h = Im(j). Now w(f, tjml , tj) < w(g, tj-l , ii) + w(h, tjwl 7 tj); Aence, if we 
show that OS(g; t, ,~.., t,) and OS(h; t o ,..., t,) are each less than 2~: then it 
would fobllow that OS(f; t, ,..., fn) < 4~. Consider, e.g., OS(g; t, ,..., t,). 
Suppose, first, 2, < x. Tf 7j and TV’ lie in [t .- 3 1 , ti],j =: l,..., n: then, using (I), 
S(g; t, )...) t,) = c;=, w(g, tj-l ) tj)(tj - tj-1) < 2E. If& > x> choose 
a positive integer N such that (1 - @)N t, c x. Then OS(f; to ,..., t,) < 
OS(S; (1 - &S)N t, ,..., (1 ~ $3) to, t, , t, ,..., t,) < 4~. This proves Lemma 2. 
Recall the definition of p from the proof of Corollary 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that f satisfies RCDI; then f is improperly Riemnnn 
integrable on (0, 11. 
Proof,of Lemma 3. For a proper 6, 0 < 6 < 5, and for every positive 
integer I\i, 
N 
= 26-1 w(f, (1 - gip1, (1 - #)((I - @)j - (I - g%+l) < 6-1, 
I. Since j is monotone, it is Riemann integrable on each [a, I], 
1. Since J^ 3 0, it is improperly Riemann integrable on (0, I 
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Jtf”(t) dt is bounded for 0 < E < 1. But an upper bound for this integral is 
( -g [f^((l - +s>j+q - 3((1 - gy)](l - ?B)i) tf(1) < 6-l t-3(1). 
LEMMA 4. Let f satisfy RCDI, and let 0 < a < b < I. Then f is Riemann 
integrable on [a, b]. 
Proof of Lemma 4. For every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
if a = t, < t, < ... < t, = 1, and if, for j = 1, 2 ,..., n, both Q-? , rj’ belong 
to [tiVl, tj], and tjvltj:l > 1 - 6. This, however, implies the Riemann 
integrability off on [a, 11; see the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose f is a complex function, Riemann integrable on each 
[a, b] C (0, I]. For each E, q (E > 0, 0 < e1 < 1) there exists 6, in (0, 3) such 
that $0 < t, < ... < t, = 1; tjwl < rj < tj , tjwlt3:l > 1 - 6, (j = 1,2 ,..., n), 
and t,l-l < e1 < tnl for some n1 , 1 < n1 < n, then 
1 t .f-(d(tj - tj-1) - f’ f(t) dt / -c E. 
’ j=nl ” bz-1 
Proof of Lemma 5. We have 
where M = 3((1 - 8,) Ed), and Cj”=n,+l = 0 if n1 
integrability off on [Ed , 11, Lemma 5 follows. 
= n. Using the Riemann 
LEMMA 6. Let a complex function f be Riemann integrable on each 
[a, b] C (0, 11, and let f” be improperly Riemann integrable on (0, 11; then f is 
dominantly integrable and improperly Riemann integrable on (0, 11, and I(f) 
(see Definition 1) is the improper Riemann integral off on (0, 11. 
In light of Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, Lemma 6 implies Theorems 1 and 2. 
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Proof of Lemma 6. Since f^ is improperly Riemann integrable on (0, 11, 
and f is Riemann integrable on each closed subinterval of (0, 17, it follows 
that St+ j f(t)1 dt and $+ f(t) dt exist. Given E > 0, choose e1 , 0 < ei < I, 
such that f:+f^(t) dt -C E. Using Lemma 5, we see that there exists 6, 
0 < 6 < 4, snch that if 0 < t, < *** < t, = 1; tipI < 7j < ij , tj-lfrl > 
1 - 6 (,j = I,..., n), and tnl+ < e1 < tal for some ~1~) I < q < n, then 
Now, under these conditions, 
< [“r’((l - 8) t) dt 
‘O+ 
< (1 - 8)-l I”{(t) dt 
Of 
Hence 
LEMMA 7. Property L) on (0, 11 implies dominant i~tegra~i~~ty. 
The proof of Lemma 7 will complete that of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Lemma 7. If there exists a monotone decreasing function 
g 3 / f ! which is improperly Riemann integrable on (0, 17, theni < g is also 
improperly Riemann integrable on (0, I]. Thus Lemma 7 foollows from 
Lemma 6. 
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III. PROOF OF THEOREMS 4 AND 5 
Proof of Theorem 4. The first nonimplication was shown in [l, p. 71. The 
second nonimplication is exemplified by the function f which is identically 
zero on [0, co) except that f(n”) = r+, n = 1, 2 ,... . The E-variation of this 
function is < 4~” for each E > 0 (see [I, p. 9]), and the function is improperly 
Riemann integrable on [0, co); hence, by [I, Theorem 3] it is simply (thus 
absolutely simply) integrable. On the other hand !(.x) = sup,,,f(t) is not 
improperly Riemann integrable on [0, co), so f(x) does not have property B 
on [0, co). 
For a proof of the second implication of the Theorem see [ 1, Theorem 3 and 
Example b on p. 91. The first implication can be proved as follows: Letf be 
an absolutely simply integrable function. By the first part of Theorem 5, 
f(x) = g(e-“) e-“, where g is dominantly integrable. So (with j(t) = 
supt~,gl I &)I), I f(x)l < k(e-z) e-” on 10, a>. Hence if 0 < x0 < 
Xl < ... < xRr < co, xj - xj-1 3 E > 0, j = I ,..., N, then (with x~+~ = 
XN + E>, 
< 2 5 j(ePi) e-“j 
j=O 
< 731 _ e-y 2 g(e-%)(e-% - e-“itl) 
j=o 
< 2(1 - ecs)-’ j1 &t)dt < CO. 
o+ 
Thusfis of BCV; hence, it is simply integrable [l, Theorem 31. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Assuming the equivalence in Theorem 5, the non- 
implication there follows by the last part of Theorem 4. Dominant 
integrability off implies, by Corollary 1, Theorem 1 and a change of variable, 
that lf(eMz)l e-” is improperly Riemann integrable on [0, a). Also if 
0 < x0 < x1 < a.. < XN < co, and xj - xjdl > E > 0, j = 1,2 ,..., N, 
then 
+ f(e+N)(e-“N - e-“NW’) 1 < (I - e-6)-l J1 f(t) dt < CO. Of 
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e therefore have 
$ I j f(eeZ~)l e-“i - j f(e”“j-l)l e-“j-l 1 
< fJ 1 j f(e?j)l - 1 f(e-rj-l)[ j e-*j + / f(e-%)I (p-1 - p?) 
j=l 
< 3(1 - e-y .i*’ S’(t) dt. 
Q- 
Thus, using [3, Theorem 31, dominant integrability of f implies absolute 
simple integrability off(e-“) e-“. 
Assuming absolute simple integrability off (e-x) e-” we have (by a change 
of variable): (i) f(x) is Riemann integrable on each [a, b] C (8: 11; (ii) the 
improper Riemarm integral fi+ 1 f(t)1 dt exists; and (iii) for each 6, 0 < 6 < 1, 
and every infinite sequence of positive numbers I 3 t, > 6, > f, > ..’ 
with each t&J1 < 1 - 6, Cj”=, I / S(&)l & - / f (tiel>i (j-I ! < co. If f is 
improperly Riemann integrable on (0, l], then f has property there; hence, 
fis dominantly integrable by Theorem 3. Therefore, we shah assume that f* is 
not improperly Riemann integrable on (0, I]. Choose 6 in (0, 1). Then 
[.fCC1 - V+l) - j((1 - S)j>](l - 8)’ 
N-l 
> -f(l) + c f((l - syq(% - sy - (1 - iq+q 
j=O 
(~2 = 1, 2,...), so that 
For j = 0, 1, 2,...: pick a ri , (1 - 8)j+l < TV <(I - S>i, such that 
If( > i[f^((l - 8)jfl) -p((l - S)j)] (existence of such 7j becomes 
evident on considering each of the cases: Jc^((l - 8)j+l) = !((I - S)i) and 
f((l - S)j+l) > f((1 - S)j)). Then, for N = 1, 2 ,..., 
f / f(7’j)I Tj > (1 - 8) & 5 [j((l - 8)‘+l) -.&(I - 8)‘)](1 - 8)j, 
j=o j=O 
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so that CT& 1 f(~~)i rj = co. Choose k, 0 < k < 3, such that CT=, 1 f(~~&j x 
r4i+k = O”, and set t2? = T~~+~, j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Next, for j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
choose E,j+l , (1 - 8)4j+3+k < feifl < (1 - S)4j+2+k, such that 
I f(!f2j+1)I < 1 + . (,--6)“j+3+x~~~(ld)li+z+lr I f (x)1. 
Let N be an integer 2 0. Then 
8 i I f(t,j+J (1 - S)4j+2+k 
j=Q 
= i. I f(&j+l)l [(l - 8)4j+2+” - (1 - 8)4j+“+“] 
4N+Z+k 
UfG4l + 1)lU - w - (1 - sy+q 
< s ,:.(lf(Ql + 1) QQ; 
hence, CL0 I f (12j+31 E2j+1 < 6-l J-i+ (I f WI + 9 dt. 
Since &.&Jt < 1 - 6, j = 1, 2 ,..., we have 
2N+2 A'+1 
g I If &>I ‘5 - If Gdl &-I I 2 j; I I fcczi>l 62i - I f&-1)1 E2G1 I 
N+l I++1 
2 c I f(t2.4 s‘2j - c If (427-d E25-, 
j=l j=l 
N+l 
3 2-l f (‘%+k)l T445+k 
j=l 
- 6-l s’ (If (01 + 0 dt 
ot 
+ co as N -+ co, which contradicts (iii) above. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 5. 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREMS 6 AND 7 
Proof of Theorem 6. (i) Suppose S = S, for some g in G. If f E S, then 
1 f I E S. Let h denote the inverse function of g. Then the mapping F + F(h) h’ 
maps the set of simply integrable functions onto S. If F, with domain [0, co), 
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is simply integrable, then - / F(A) h’ / ES; hence - / F(h(g))l . / h’(g)1 x 
(h’(g))-” = 1 F i is simply integrable. Since the simple integral is not an 
absolute integral [l, p. 71, we have a contradiction. 
(ii) Let F be improperly Riemann integrable on [0, m3) but not simply 
integrable (e.g., F(x) = (sin x)/x, F(Q) = 1; [l, p. 91). Then F(12) h’ is im- 
properly Riemann integrable on (0, l] but F(h) h’ $ S, . 
(iii) We shall prove this statement in several steps. Jr will denote 
improper Riemann integral on [0, co). 
(a) Given p, 0 < p < co, there exists a function Fl , positive and 
continuous on [O, co), and simply integrable, for which JT F1(x) dx = p; apld 
there exists a function F, , positive and continuous on [S, co), but not simply 
integrable, for which Jz F;(x) dx = p. Indeed, one can take, e.g., F1(x) = 
2p/[rr(x2 + l)] (cf. [2, p. 9311). As to E;,, by Theorem 5, it suffices to show 
that there exists a function f, , positive, continuous, and improperly Riemann 
integrable on (0, I], with Ji+fQ(x) dx = p, which is net dominantly integrable. 
Obviously it is enough to show the existence off, for one (any) p E (O? co). 
Such a function is g, with domain (0, I], where g(t) = 1 off of the intervals 
[2-” - W”, 2-n + 4-“-j, YE = 2, 3 ,...; on each interval [2-“, 2-” + 4-“1, y1 = 
2, a,..., g(t) = 1 + 2” - 8%(t - 2-“); and on each interval (2-” - 4-n, 2P), 
n = 2, 3,..., g(t) = 1 + 8”(t - 2-” + 4-“). Clearly g is positive, continuous, 
and improperly Riemann integrable on (0, I]. Since (again with d(t) = 
supt~zsl I g(x)j, 0 < t < l), if 2-%-l < t < 2-” for some integer n >, 2, then 
j(t) 3 g(2-“) > 2” > (2t)-l, we have J(t) > (at)-1 for all t in (0, l/4], and 
hence (see Corollary 2 and its proof) g is not dominantly integrable. 
(b) Given fi , fi , positive and continuous on [O, KJ)~ wit 
ft’fi(~> dx = so”fi(x) dx, th ere exist g, and g, in G such that f,(h,) h,’ = 
f,(h,) h2’, where h, is the inverse function of g, (k = 1, 2). (iz,‘(l), h,‘(l) are 
left-hand derivatives, gl’(0), g,‘(O), (d/dx)[g,(x)]1/2 jzzo and (d/dx~~g~(~~~~/z /m=O 
are right-hand.) 
In fact, for k = 1, 2, set 
so that, throughout [0, co): 
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Hence, throughout (0, I], 
(c) Given F, positive and continuous on [0, co), and related tofof (iii) 
by 
Jrn F(x) dx = I1 f(x) dx, 
0 o+ 
there exists g E G such that -f( g(x)) g’(x) = F(x) throughout [0, co). Indeed, 
let w be an arbitrary function in G (e.g., (1 + x)-l), and set 
fi = -f(w) w’, .L = F. 
Then jrfi(x) dx = Jrfi(x) dx. By (b), there exist g, , g, in G such that 
f,(h,) h,’ = f,(h,) h2’, where h,& is the inverse function of g, (k = 1,2). Thus, 
--f(w(h,)) w’(h,) h,’ = F(h,) h2’, and hence, throughout [0, co), 
--f Mhd dx>>>> w’(hd &>>) h,‘( g&4 a’@> = fV4 g&4>), 
namely, -f( g(x)) g’(x) = I;(x), where g = w(h,( gJ)) E G. We can now prove 
(iii). Set p = Jt+f(x) dx. Applying (c) to F = Fl of (a), we obtain that there 
exists g E G for which f~ S, . Applying (c) to F = F, of (a), we get that, for 
some other g E G, f does not belong to S, . 
Proof of Theorem 7. For n = 0, l,..., define gl(x) on [7n, 7(n + 1)) as 
follows. On [7n, 7n + l], gl(x) = e-x+6n. On [7n + 1, 7n + 21, g, is 
quadratic; g,‘(7n + 1) = -e-“-l, and limz+,n+z- gl’(x) = 0. On (7n + 2, 
7n + 41, gl(x) = g,(2(7n + 2) - x). On [7n + 4, 7n + 51, gl(x) is quadratic; 
g,‘(7n + 4) = e-n, and lim,,7,+5- g, ‘(x) = 0. On (7n + 5, 7(n + I)), gl(x) = 
g,(2(7n + 5) - x). This defines g, on [0, co); also g,(6) = 1, and g,’ is 
continuous in (0, co). Set g(x) = gI(x + 6). 
Assume that f(g) g’ is simply integrable. Then, [I], its E-variation V(C) is 
finite for each E > 0. 
For n = 1, 2,..., let 
s, = sup I f(g,W) ‘%‘W - fkl(YN g1’(.JJ>l (<W) < a>, 
7nSm<7n+l 
7n+3&%/<7n+4 
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and let x, ) y, satisfy 
7n<xn<7n+ 1, 
7n + 3 < < 712 + yn 4, 
I f(gdxnN ‘a’h) - fkl(Y,)) &‘(Yn)l 2 UP) sn 
so that 
- f(g,(2(7n i 2) - xl> g,‘Gm + 2) - x>l 
= sup j f(g,(x)) gl’(x)! 3 e-‘L-l sup{/ f(x); : e-n-l < x < e-“Jo 
‘in<z<7n+1 
Set f, = x, - 6, qyin = yn. - 6, n = I,&... . Then 4 < 4; < ?iI < t2 < 
y2 < .‘.; yin - f, 3 2, fn+l - qn 3 3; n = 1,2,... . We have 
Set sTc = sup(jf(x)l: e-h-1 < x < e-k}, k = I, 2,... . Then for w = 1, 2,..., 
Because of the convergence of the last infinite series, e-“~2z,+1 + 0. For 
p = 0,1,2 ,..., 0 < v < p, let au3, = eV-u, so that for every p 2 0, a,,, = 
en-” -+ 0 as n + co. Also, for every n > 0: 
i. I an,k 1 = cn(enil - l)/(e - 1) < e/(e - I), 
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Hence 
> e-l 2 bdl f(x)1 : e-+l < x < e-l>](e-n - e-‘l-l) 
n=l 
> e-l jl [f(e-+l) -f(e-l)](e-v - e-+l). 
The convergence of c,“=,f”(e-“-l)(e-” - e-%-l) implies that of Ji+f”(x) dx. 
Thus, f is dominated in (0, l] by the monotone decreasing function j, which 
is improperly Riemann integrable on (0, 11. By Theorem 3, to show 
dominant integrability off it suffices to prove that it is Riemann integrable 
on each [e-+I, e-“1, y1 = 0, I,... . Choose such an YE. 
Since f(g) g’ is simply integrable, it is improperly Riemann integrable 
on [0, co), and hence, Riemann integrable on [7n, 7n + 11. Observe that 
g’ # 0 throughout [7n, 7n + 11. Let h be the inverse function of the 
restriction of g to [7n, 7n + I], so that h(e-“pl) = 7n + 1, h(e-“) = 7n. 
Then the substitution x = h(t) in J;z” f( g(x)) g’(x) dx shows the Riemann 
integrability off on [e-*-l, e-n]. 
Conversely, suppose f is dominantly integrable. By Theorem 1, and the 
fact that g is strictly monotone on each [k - 1, k], k = 1, 2,..., we have, 
for every T 3 1, 
- I[ E I;-, f (g(x)> g’(x) d -j + s,;, f (g(x)) g’(x) d  +j;+ f(x) dx j- 
= 1 -s,fT, (x) dx + Jo; f(x) dx 1
Izz 1 JoyT’f(x) dx 1 + o as T + co, 
since lim,,, g(T) = 0. ([T] means the largest integer < T). By [ 1, Theorem 31, 
to prove simple integrability of f(g) g’ it suffices to show it is of bounded 
coarse variation. 
Let E > 0. We shall show that if 0 < to < f1 < ... < fN, and 
minlsTsN 65 - CL> 2 E, then d = CL1 I fME,N A9 -f( g(E,-d> g’GL>l < 
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14e'(l + 6-l) jabs dx (the integral converging by Corollary 2 and its 
proof). 
Now 
(an “empty” sum means 0). For each n (= 0, I,&...) there are seven intervals 
(or less) of the form [k - 1, k] (k = 1, I&...) whose union contains every 
5 2 0 with e-“-l < g(t) < e-“; also, for every such 4, j $‘(()I < e-“. 
Hence 
Ll < 2 f f(ecn-l) ec” 1. 
TL=O O<r<N 
ecn-l<g(C,.)4e-” 
For k = 1, 2,..., there are at most 1 + c-l points 5, in [k - 1, k]. Hence 
A f 14(1 + 6-l) f f’(e-n-l) e-” 
?&=O 
< 14$(1 f E-l) f f(e-n-l)(e-n-l - e?-*) 
n=O 
< 14e2(1 + E-‘) 
J’ 
1/e n 
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